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The purpose of this investigation is to present the 
historical background, basic theory, and results of labora­
tory and field experiments related to the electrical phe­
nomenon of induced polarization and the decay of this polar­
ization as it may be applied to mineral exploration®
In 1950, the writer observed an induced polarization 
phenomenon when conducting resistivity surveys® Subsequent 
field tests showed that the induced polarization decay was 
of amplitude and duration suitable for field measurement®
Laboratory tests of various target materials and equip­
ment further indicated that the induced polarization phenom­
enon exists and is measurable® The results of laboratory 
tank tests were used to develop the thesis that polariza­
tion is induced on metallic particles in an electric field 
in the earth5 that the decay of the induced polarization in 
the solid ground materials is extremely rapid and, there­
fore, is not the measurable quantity in induced polarization
iii
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surveys 5 and that the residual potential measured in induced 
polarization surveys is due primarily to the redistribution 
of ions that were concentrated when opposing the induced 
polarization*
A paper was presented by the writer in February 
showing the results of laboratory and field tests and 
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The search for minerals has been carried on ever since 
man discovered that their use made his life more abundant 
and easier. His first explorations were based on the ob­
servation of the differences between the physical proper­
ties of the minerals for which he was searching and those 
of the materials in which he was not interested. Those 
physical properties —  luster, color, hardness, weight, 
feel, structure, and others which were easily tested on 
specimens —  formed the basis for man’s early mineral ex­
plorations, Today’s explorations rely to a great extent on 
the measurement of the differences of these same physical 
properties,
The term "geophysics’* as applied to mineral explora­
tion does not involve directly such physical properties as 
luster, color, hardness, feel, odor, and taste. The pure 
definition of applied geophysics, however, would include 
any measurable change in any physical phenomenon or group
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of phenomena related to minerals0 The accepted physical 
properties with which the geophysicist is concerned are 
those which cannot be tested directly by the senses of 
sight* touch, or smello The term ?*geophysicsn is generally 
related to such physical properties as elasticity, density, 
magnetic susceptibility, and electrical conductivity and to 
certain chemical properties. In testing for differences in 
physical properties, these properties may be either in­
herent in the material or induced responses to external 
stimulio The purpose of this investigation is to present 
the historical background, basic theory, and results of 
laboratory and field experiments related to the electrical 
phenomenon of induced polarization and the decay of this 
polarization as it may be applied to mineral exploration*
There has long been a need for a geophysical method 
that would be helpful in locating and outlining dissemi­
nated-type ore bodies* These bodies generally consist of 
thin, closely spaced seams or veinlets of mineral, and the 
intervening rock often carries mineral particles* The im­
portance of these disseminated ore bodies is quickly real­
ized when one studies the major nonferrous mineral deposits.
Because of the scattered occurrence of the mineral 
particles in a disseminated body, the over-all physical 
property contrasts are such that the deposit as a whole 
will not generally react to electrical methods based upon
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conductivity or upon spontaneous polarization.. Although 
the minute particles may be vbry conductive in themselves, 
this conductivity is evident only over a very short dis­
tance because of the relatively non-conductive material 
separating the mineral particles, Also, each particle may 
form its own small galvanic cell, but the resultant action 
of a large number of these cells is negligible since their 
combined effects are not additive.
It is hoped that the phenomenon of induced polariza­
tion and the measurement of the decay of this polarization 
will give a logical approach to exploration for dissemi­
nated sulphide ore bodies. Although the amount of polari­
zation associated with each mineral particle is small, the 
decay is measurable since the effect is additive.
Induced—polarization techniques could be applied to 
the exploration for deposits other than disseminated sul­
phides , but it appears that the method would find its 
greatest present need in this type of exploration.
The laboratory and field investigations for this study 
were carried out from February, 1951 through May 1953» while 
the writer was enrolled in the Graduate School of the Colo­
rado School of Mines, and were continued during the latter 
part of 1953 with thb use of Colorado School of Mines 
facilities and equipment.
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The results of the laboratory and field investigations, 
including the thesis that the measurable quantities were 
caused by ionic forces, were given by the writer in a paper 
presented at the American Institute of Mining Engineers 
meeting in New York City during February, 1954*
The phenomenon of induced polarization has been 
Studied for many years* Clark Maxwell attributed the phe­
nomenon of residual discharge to induced polarization, and 
both he and James H» Jeans used the idea of induced polari­
zation to develop their theory of displacement currents 
which still Is the generally accepted theory of dielectric 
behavior*
In 1912, public acknowledgment was made for the first 
time of the application of induced polarization to mineral 
prospecting by Conrad Schlumberger in German patent 
#269 928 and elaborated on in his book (Schlumberger,
1920)* Schlumberger used the theory of ionization to de­
velop his induced polarization theory, considering a metal­
lic mass buried in the ground similar to a metal particle 
in a weak electrolyte * If a static field is impressed 
across the metallic body, ionization takes place decompos­
ing the water in the enclosing rocks and resulting in a 
chemical change of the metallic mass with the evolution of 
gas at the points at which the current enters and at which
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it leaves the body, By this polarization the metallic body 
is transformed into a storage battery which will itself 
discharge when the primary field is removed,
Schlumberger did not develop further the very basic 
theory state above, and he admitted that he had not ob­
tained really satisfying results in the field. The diffi­
culties he encountered did, however, lead to his develop­
ment of the very important geophysical method of spontane­
ous polarization? for in his field observations he en­
countered certain pyrite bodies which he found to be polar­
ized without energizing current. This find apparently led 
him away from further induced polarization studies.
During his studies of induced polarization, Schlum­
berger noted a phenomenon related to volume polarizations 
when a direct current is applied for varying times a dif­
ference in time is noted in the polarization decay. The 
shorter the time of application of current, the shorter the 
decay time. This phenomenon could not be explained merely 
as the surface polarization associated with the electrode 
polarization and, therefore, was thought to be caused by 
some electrolytic action of the whole affected system,
Conrad and Marcel Schlumberger (1932) stated that the 
"skin effect” of current flowing in the ground makes itself
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evident in the same manner as that attributed to electro­
lytic action referred to above» In this article the authors 
stated that the skin effect causes a drop of potential be­
tween the potential electrodes from an initial value AVo 
obtained immediately after closing the circuit primarily 
because of a concentration of current at the surface,, This 
primary potential difference then diminishes progressively 
and in a short time reaches an equilibrium value of AV.
To this skin effect, Schlumberger states, there would be an 
added capacity effect of the ground derived from the small 
condensers made up of fragments of dielectric immersed in 
electrolytic conductors which store up energy that is slow­
ly released after the current ceases to flow0 No effort 
was made to explain this phenomenon by ionic theory as they 
had done before although their skin-effect theory was 
evolved while working with the resistivity method which was 
not concerned with the reactions after the current into the 
ground was interrupted«
Matsubara (1929) presented what he called an electro­
chemical method of ore exploration which simply consisted 
of measuring the potential between a non-polarizing elec­
trode on the surface and another electrode consisting of a 
buried metallic mass which is to be further explored„ Al­
though this method has little merit as proposed^ because of
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the complexities of the average ore body, his theory of
ionization and of both induced and spontaneous polarization
show pioneering thought in applying induced polarization
and associated ionization to the problems of mineral ex»
ploration* Matsubara was issued U. S. Patent #2 153 636 In
1939 for a prospecting method that differed only slightly
from the method put forth in his above-mentioned paper <>
Max Muller (X93lp) presented a paper outlining his
electrical method with which he hoped to correlate lithol-
ogy at fairly great depths over a wide area* The basis for 
nMuller*s method was that a direct current impressed into 
the ground will disturb the electrolytic equilibrium inher­
ent in the ground with the effect of limiting and deforming 
the shape of the transient of the charging voltage„ In 
order to evaluate his results, he twice recorded the tran­
sient of the charging current and the terminal voltage| 
first, when the source of current is charged through a rec­
tifier into the ground and then when it is charged through 
a pure resistance of the size of the earth*s resistance as 
measured between the electrodes«, Muller contends that the 
difference in transient wave shape is produced by electro­
lytic phenomenon which brought about the deformation of the 
charging and condenser currents and that this difference in 
wave shape is believed to be a function of frequency*
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Muller used only one set of non-polarizing electrodes
coupled with two rectifiers to introduce his current into
the ground and to record his return impulse*
Weiss (1933) elaborated on MullerBs work, calling it
nthe electro-chemical method, and brought out, as Muller had 
done, that by inherent polarization equilibrium at bounda­
ries of different chemical character it would be possible 
to locate them and provide depth control0
Belliugi (193ii) made some refinements in the Muller 
equipment by using two different sets of nonpolarizing 
electrodes, one set for current entering the ground and the 
other for the return current* Other than these small equip-
ttment changes and minor disagreements with Muller°s theory, 
his method was fundamentally the same*
L« Wo Blau (1933) first introduced what is known as 
the Eltran method of geophysical prospecting* This method 
simply measures the impedance of the earth during the 
transient intervals when current is applied to a pair of 
electrodes and again when it is cut off* Although the 
theory for this method does not include consideration of 
induced polarization, the measurements will be influenced 
by this polarization*
Although Schlumberger had the idea of induced polar­
ization in 1912, it was not until 1938 that a prospecting
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method based entirely on induced polarization was presented. 
Previous work treated polarization effects as being caused 
by inherent polarization or as inductive transient changes. 
The patents of Potapenko (19i|-0) and Peterson (I9I4-O), deal­
ing with induced polarization in the vicinity of the elec­
trodes, claim to be able to delineate subsurface structure 
and oil-bearing formations„
D« P. Bleil (I9I4-8) presented an induced polarization 
prospecting method which fundamentally differs little from 
the method tested and outlined in this investigation. For 
the first time since Schlumberger8s patent in 1912, the em­
phasis was placed on prospecting for metallic minerals 0 
Bleil definitely established that polarization can be in­
duced in conducting bodies under the influence of an ex“ 
ternal field. He was also able to measure a voltage decay 
of polarization and to correlate his findings to the 
presence of minerals.
Brant and Gilbert (1952) patented the equipment for a 
method of geophysical prospecting. Brant and Gilbert 
claimed that the method could detect scattered or concen­
trated metallic minerals or carbon particles imbedded in a 
medium permeated by an electrolyte. This method differs 
only slightly in theory and technique from the method pro­
posed by Bleil.
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Vacquier et al (1956) introduced a new dimension in 
the use of induced polarization surveys» Prom the hypoth- 
esis that a difference of potential will exist when two 
solutions of different concentrations are separated by a 
membrane semipermeable to a particular ion* they have de­
veloped a method of prospecting for ground water where the 
aquifier consists of sand grains coated with clay„
Sum! (1959) has used induced polarization surveys to 
detect mineralization from the surface and from under­
ground « He has used direct currents of from 0*1 to 1 am­
pere and Wenner electrode spacings of from 5 to I4.O meters 0 
Sumi recognizes that two kinds of electrochemical effects 
induce polarizations the first caused by flow of current 
across a boundary separating media with electronic con­
ductivity from those with electrolytic conductivity and the 
second caused by flow of current across a boundary separat­
ing two media with different electrolytic conductivities <,
In recognizing these two types which are those referred to 
by Bleil on the one hand and Vacquier on the other , he 
states that for mineral prospecting the second kind must be 
subtracted from the first*, His theory is sound, but he ad­
vises subtracting the average induced polarization value 
obtained over non-mineralized zones. However9 it would be 
logical to assume that the conditions of the electrolyte
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will not be the same in the two locations.
The approach of using induced polarization in under­
ground surveys to locate small bodies of ore bypassed in 
mine development is commendable. However, using Wenner 
configurations with as small as 5-meter electrode spacings 
will have the distinct disadvantage of giving polarization 
results related to the current electrode polarization 
rather than to the induced polarization between the poten­
tial electrodes.
Surai relates known instances of interference with in- 
duced polarization results caused by self-potential and 
telluric currents.
Frisch© and von Buttiar (1957) x> Henkel and Van 
Nostrand (1957)* Seigel (1959)» and Marshall and Madden 
(1959) have all made contributions toward the better under 
standing of the theory of induced polarization and to the 
interpretation of induced polarization studies.
The mechanism of induced polarization is presented in 




Experimentation conducted in the preparation of this 
thesis has shown that polarization can be induced and that 
the decay of this polarization is measurable, A theory 
must be developed which will show that a measurement of 
this induced polarization decay will lead to the location 
of certain minerals or classes of minerals.
The environment in which the minerals are to be found 
namely the earth, is a conductor. The distinction between 
good and poor conductors, or dielectrics, is relative and 
arbitrary. All substances exhibit conductivity to some de 
gree, but the range of these observed values of conductiv­
ity is greato The methods of current conduction vary. In 
some conductors, such as metals, some of the electrons ap­
pear to be detached from the atoms and may move about free 
ly, This phenomenon is referred to as electronic conduc­
tion* In other materials, such as liquid solutions, the
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electric charges appear to carry the atoms or groups of 
atoms with them* This phenomenon is known as ionic condue- 
tion. In a dielectric the electrons appear to be firmly 
attached to the atoms and can move about only with great 
difficulty a Such materials in which net polarization is 
brought about by displacement currents will be referred to 
as polar materials„
A metallic sulphide would be considered a good con- 
ductor, and it would not be illogical to consider dry* 
dense limestone as a poor conductor. The basis for theory 
becomes quite complex when metallic sulphide particles em­
bedded in a moist limestone matrix are considered.
To aid in establishing a theory of induced polariza- 
tion and its decay as developed for a geophysical prospect- 
ing method, a brief review of certain features of class­
ical electrical theory— ineluding time of relaxation, elec­
tronic polarization, and ionic polarization-- will be 
necessary.
The following definitions are used in this thesis; 
induced polarization, the net charge concentrations, 
or dipole moment, developed on the boundaries of solid 
particles in the earth when the materials are in an elec­
tric field 5
polarizability, the ease with which a net charge can
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be induced upon a boundary or the ratio of dipole moment to 
field strength;
residual potential* the difference in potential meas­
ured between two points caused by charge concentrations 
which are a result of induced polarizations
polarization, displacement of electrons or ions or the 
orientation of dipoles that results in net charges at mate­
rial boundaries when the materials are in an electric field. 
Polarization is a relative terra varying according to many 
conditions and disappearing in free space.
Time of Relaxation
Jeans (1908) was one of the first investigators to de­
vise a formula for relaxation time for a charged conductor, 
Stratton (19i+l> p 1$) has further refined the mathematical 
presentation.
The charge density at any point within a volume ele­
ment, Air , is defined by the relation
The total current, I, across any surface is equal to 
the rate at which charge crosses that surface; therefore,
where J is the current density at any point and n is the 
positive unit normal to an element,A a, of the surface.
A q  = p Ar, (1)
(2 )
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Since the current out of a surface must be equal to the 
rate of loss of charge from the region within it,
 ̂J' h da - Ĵr dv. (3)
The divergence theorem states that the divergence of a 
vector at a point is the integral of its normal component 
over an infinitesimally small surface enclosing the point, 
divided by the enclosed volume or in this case
( v ' j d v  = da (U)
Substituting (i\.) in (3),
j > j  + ff)chr = 0 (5)
The integrand is a continuous function, and the integral is 
zero for all volumes* Therefore,
V-J+fjr = c> (6)
Ohmfs law states
J =  & E  (7)
where cr is conductivity. Substituting (7) in (6) gives
V-j + ff = V-cr£+^= °- (8)
In a homogeneous medium Poisson^ Equation states that
V-£=<f P (9)
where ( Is the permittivity., (9) combined with (8) gives
& + f p = o .  (10)
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The density of charge at any Instant Is, therefore,
„cr ̂
p - ^ (2.1)
where the constant of integration p0 is the value of p at 
time T = 0.
The time */ar in which all the charges In the conductor- 
are reduced to M  times their original value is called the 
time of relaxation. In all but the poorest conductors this 
relaxation time is exceedingly small and is extremely dif­
ficult to measure especially under field conditions„
The above development deals with a homogeneous con­
ductor • The writer and other researchers have found that 
some time after a poor conductor, placed between the plates 
of a condenser, has been discharged and insulated, a second 
and smaller discharge can be obtained and after that a 
third and so on, each consecutive discharge being smaller0 
If the poor conductor were perfectly homogeneous, this con­
dition should not exist„ The materials encountered in 
field surveys are not homogeneous 0
The time-of-relaxation values developed above were of 
concern to K. W. Wagner (Yager, 1936) who felt that this 
basic theory regarded the material as being a monodisperse 
system; that is, a system in which the factors that give 
rise to the charge decay are constant within the medium0 
Wagner?s theory for a polydisperse system is not character-
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ized by a single relaxation time but by a distribution of 
relaxation times which give a relaxation function as a 
negative exponential of the form
where k is the absorption constant and T  is the relaxation 
time* The relaxation function l a )  represents the time var­
iation function as determined by experimental relaxation 
times which is used in the fundamental dielectric absorp­
tion equation for reversible absorption current.
where G is the geometric capacitance and E is the applied 
voltage. Yager (1936) and other Bell Telephone Labora- 
tories personnel have substantiated Wagner’s equations by 
experimentation.
The relaxation times suggested by Wagner and substan­
tiated by Yager are of very short duration in contrast to 
the relaxation times recorded in earth materials. However, 
these times did more closely approximate the relaxation 
times found by the writer and others when experimenting 
with rather dry earth materials between the plates of a 
condenser than did the relaxation times of other formulas.
Electronic Polarization
Conductivity in metallic materials is brought about by
i* = C£l(t)
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the mobility of electrons* The electric current in metals 
is not accompanied by transport of particles as it is where 
the current is ionic* To assume ionic conductivity for 
poor conductors or semiconductors in the solid state and to 
interpret the temperature dependence by an activation en~ 
ergy which the ions in their motion must overcome is not 
thought valid, for no transport of matter or of ions has 
been observed for these substances*
The behavior of semiconductors, explained by Rice and 
Teller (19l{-9s> p 170) by the theory of Brillouin zones, sug- 
gests that if electrons could be placed in the free Bril­
louin zones of an insulator, conductivity would result*
A dielectric in an electric field shows the property 
of conducting electric charges and also exhibits polariza­
tion; the conduction and polarization are a result of dis­
placement currents caused by a reorientation or distortion 
of dipoles. The net charges on the boundaries of such a 
material constitute the polarization charge*
In a steady electric field the current density through 
a particle, not directly connected to the source of e.m.f., 
diminishes steadily, at first rapidly and then more slowly 
but continuously* This phenomenon, as pointed out by such 
investigators -as Maxwell, Curie, and Joffe (1928), may be 
described as followss a steady value will be reached
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asymptotically, if ever, after a time measured sometimes in 
minutes, sometimes in hours, and sometimes much longer.
The final current is often but a small fraction of the ini- 
tial current. When the potential is removed and the elec­
trode ends of the substance shorted, an opposite current to 
the initial current flows. This latter current decreases 
steadily and reaches zero asymptotically after a time of 
the same order as the initial current cycle.
The above relationship for earth materials forms the 
basis of this study. Since unlike target materials polar- 
ize differently and likewise have different residual decays 
of this polarization, the development of a method of eco­
nomically recording this phenomenon would be significant. 
For all heterogeneous substances it is important to realize 
that impurities in a substance affect the conductivity as 
well as the polarization.
The solid phase is concerned principally with elec­
tronic or dipole behavior. However, in the main problem 
of this investigation--the behavior of earth materials--we 
often find solid particles which would be classified as 
conductors. The electric polarization of a conductor under 
the influence of an external field is due to the movement 
of electrons. The well-known electron behavior of a con­
ductor will not be elaborated further except to note that
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this phenomenon is most important, as will be shown later, 
to the development of a mineral-prospecting method*
Before the conclusion of the discussion of solid state 
polarization, it will be necessary to point out a theory of 
ionic eonaution in crystals* Richardson, Joffe, and Jaffe 
(1933) investigated the formation of layers of polarization 
close to electrodes. They explained the phenomenon by 
using ionic theory. These ions are conceived as obeying 
the established laws as far as their diffusion, travel, and 
reunion are concernedj but they are believed to be incap­
able of passing beyond the borders of the medium or to ex­
change their charges across this border. Obviously such 
ions migrate toward the electrodes under the influence of 
an electric field. However, they are restricted to certain 
boundaries, and polarization can take place to any degree. 
This polarization could tend to stop the current altogether*
Boaidea establishing the above theory to explain po- 
larization layers, Jaffa showed by experimentation that po­
larization seems to be associated with the presence of im­
purities j the purer the substance, the less the polariza­
tion* Experiments conducted by Bleil and the writer result 
in the same conclusion. Where Jaffe uses this phenomenon 
to help explain his theory of two types of ion conduction, 
others, including the writer, feel that inhomogeneities of
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media play a different part*
The Jaffe theory described above appears to fit only 
the polarization-layer situation,, It is interesting to 
note that Jaffe (19$2) generalizes this theory in such a 
way as to include rectificationo In this article he uses 
an electronic component subject to normal boundary condi­
tions and an ionic component subject to the polarization 
conditions as expounded above to explain the conductivity 
of semi-conductors*
Ionic Polarization
When the electric field is applied to an ionic sub­
stance, the positions of the positive and negative ions are 
altered. From this simple statement has evolved the whole 
field of electro-chemistry with its limitless number of 
theories. A few scientists believe that ionic conduction 
and, therefore, ionic polarization can take place in 
solids. Host investigators believe that ionic transport 
can take place only where the crystal lattice is not fixed 
as it would be in a solid.
It is a general rule that if two substances are in 
contact, the one with the higher dielectric constant is 
positively charged with respect to the other. As most sub­
stances become negatively charged when in contact with 
water, the latter, positively charged, usually migrates to
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the cathode* This phenomenon has been used advantageously 
to drain soils and thereby stabilize them for construction* 
In the specific case of sulphide minerals in moist or 
saturated ground, it is possible to consider this as simi­
lar to the well-known theory of electrode potential be­
havior of corroding metals in aqueous solutions*
Free ions likely to be found in proximity to sulphide 
particles would include metal ions* Under these conditions 
the rate of exit from the metal phase and entry into the 
metal phase of these metal ions would be controlled by 
various factors. If the solution pressure of the metal is 
great, positive ions will tend to go into solution and 
build up a positive layer around the metallic particle, 
leaving a negative layer on the metal as shown in Figure h
earth
FIGURE 1 Formation of an electrical double layer when 
metallic ions have gone into solution*
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However, if the osmotic pressure of the metallic ions in 
the solution is larger, positive ions will deposit on the 
metal, leaving a positive layer on the particle with a 
negative layer in the adjacent solution* In either case an 
electrical double layer is formed.
Initial immersion of the metallic particle for a few 
minutes is all that is necessary to alter the surface- 
charge distribution of the particle until this charge 
reaches a steady value where it alters by less than a 
millivolt per hour* Inasmuch as exceedingly long periods 
of time are being considered, the current generated by the 
particles under these conditions can be neglected* Regard­
ing these chemical changes, one must remember that there is 
a difference between the mirxeral-solution interphase re­
action in air-free solution and in aerated solution*
Although the polarization of electrolytic solutions is 
due to the diffusion of ions, the metallic ions do not 
exist as such in the metallic state in solid particles*
The transfer of these ions in either direction across the 
solid-liquid boundary is always possible, provided that 
under the given conditions the energy of the ions is suf­
ficient to enable them to cross the barrier boundary* Al­
though ionic polarization is excluded while the ion is in 
the metallic solid, it can become part of the polarization
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process when in solution. Oxide films on metallic particles 
protect the metal from corrosion and, therefore, tend to 
prevent the flow of current across the boundary„
Much experimental and theoretical work has been de­
voted to the phenomenon of polarization in electrolytic so- 
lutions. The theory most widely accepted in electrochem­
istry, developed by Warburg in 1899 and Kruger in 1903 
(Chang and Jaffe, 1952, p 1071), is based on diffusion, 
migration, and recombination.
The number of moles of the substance that diffuse 
across a given cross-sectional plane of area A square cen­
timeters in the interval of time dt is proportional to the
'\S*'concentration gradient at the plane in question, and is
expressed by
The proportionality constant D is the diffusion coeffi­
cient, and it is numerically equal to the number of moles 
of substance that diffuse across unit area in unit time 
when the concentration gradient is unity. This relation 
is usually referred to as Pick’s First Law (Kolthoff and 
Lingane, 1952, p 20).
The flux at a plane at a distance x from the origin
would be dN =T)dC
V  Adt (13)
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Since the concentration and the concentration gradient at a 
given plane decrease with time as the diffusion proceeds, 
the flux decreases correspondinglyo Hence (13) is valid 
only at a given plane at a given instant*,
The change in concentration with time between two 
planes separated by the infinitesimal distance dx is equal 
to the difference between the number of moles which enter 
across the plane at x+dx and the number which leave across 
the plane at x, divided by the volume A dx enclosed between 
the planes, that is 
dC _ ~fx+dx
dt ~ dK (lij.)
since A is equal to unity when speaking of flux, We also 
have
fk+ofx “ fx * (15)
and since from (13)
df* _ n  £ C
d7 - dx* (16)
we find from (l!+) that the change in concentration with 
time at a given plane at a given instant is
St (̂7)
This differential equation for linear diffusion is some- 
times referred to as Fickfs Second Law,
To obtain an expression for G as a function of x and 
t the initial and boundary conditions are chosen for con-
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centration change in the vicinity of an electrode when an 
e.m.f. is applied. The problem in this investigation deals 
with the concentration after the e.m.f. is turned off. 
However, for a first approximation the ion activity should 
be similar although in an opposite direction.
At the instant the e,ra,f. is applied (t=0), the con­
centration at the electrode surface (CQ ) is equal to that 
in the body of the solution (C), After the e,m,f, is ap° 
plied CQ is decreased by the electrode reaction and becomes 
small compared to the concentration in the body of the so­
lution, The initial and boundary conditions are, there­
fore ,
where C is the concentration of the diffusing ions at aX 4 u
distance x from the electrode at the time t, C is the ini­
tial uniform concentration, and y is an integration varia-
For linear diffusion Laitinen and Kolthoff (Kolthoff 
and Lingane, 1952, p 26) have presented experimental re­
sults showing the diffusion times measured in periods of
C when t = 0
and
G0 G when t > 0 .





seconds when using metallic ions in weak solutions0
The equation correlating the equilibrium potential to 
the concentrations was first derived by Nernst and is given
in which the a fs are the activities, R the gas constant, T 
the absolute temperature, n the number of faradays of elec­
tricity required per mole of electrode reaction, and P the 
faraday (96,500 coulombs). The constant E° is the standard 
potential which is measured when all activities are made 
equal to unity. E° will become zero when there is no ap­
plied field acting and since, as a first approximation, 
activities can be replaced by corresponding concentrations 
(Delahay, 195^> P* 31)? equation (19) can be written
E is seen to approach zero as the concentration ratio ap­
proaches one.
The curve given in Figure 2 is developed from equa­
tions (18) and (20) and shows the potential developed be­
tween a point 0.01 centimeters from a charged boundary and 
a point at uncharged solution equilibrium (0=1) with rela­
tion to the time of applying a constant e.m.f. A diffusion 
coefficient of 1 x 10~^ square centimeters per second was 










0 .5 1 1.5 2t (seconds)
FIGURE 2' Potential developed between a point 0„01 centi°
meters from a charged boundary and a point at 
normal concentration as the time of application 
of a constant e.m.f. at the charged boundary in- 
creases•
Certain assumptions were taken to develop the above 
time- voltage- concentration relationships for this inves­
tigation. However, the times and voltages are found to be 
within the realm of those found in experiments by the 
author.
In field surveys the ion decay would not exactly
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conform to linear diffusion, and a constant diffusion cur­
rent would not be acting* The field conditions will not 
differ greatly from the theoretical conditions, and the 
times for ionic decay will, therefore, be many times slower 
than the electronic decay times* The ionic decay times ap­
proximate the experimental results of this investigation.
The above has been a summarization of the polarization 
theories of solid and liquid phases. The mechanism of in­
duced polarization in esirth materials can now be investi­
gated in light of these theories.
Induced Polarization in Earth Materials \
Experimentation has shown that an induced polarization 
can exist and that the decay of this induced polarization 
does take place. Bottcher (1952), Chang and Jaffe (1952), 
J&ffe (193,3)* Gatty and Spooner (1938), Brant and Gilbert 
(1952), Vacquier et al (1958), and Marshall and Madden 
(1959) present theories of induced polarization. These 
theories are generally divided into two main types that 
treat the physical-chemical process taking place in a 
liquid-solid complex. These two basic classes are the 
phenomena occurring at surfaces separating ionic conductors, 
and phenomena occurring at surfaces separating electronic 
conductors from ionic conductors. In general, the invest!-
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gators choose one of these two cases to explain their re- 
suits. The author suggests that both of these cases are 
valid. Other types of conduction, such as nhole” conduc­
tion, could occur and might be related to induced-polari- 
nation phenomenon.
If a metallic particle, such as a sulphide mineral, is 
placed in saturated ground, an immediate potential is pro­
duced across the liquid-solid boundary, the saturated 
ground being the liquid phase as shown in Figure 1. In due 
time the potential across the boundary will reach a steady 
small value. At this point it might be well to digress and 
state that, if the metallic zone is large with an active 
oxidation and associated reduction reaction taking place, a 
potential can be maintained as long as this reaction con­
tinues. However, in this investigation small non-connected 
particles are being considered.
If an external field is impressed across this sul­
phide, charges of opposite sign will be induced on opposite 
sides of the particle as seen in Figure 3„ The time in­
volved for this dipole to develop in a sulphide particle 
will be governed by electron flow and will, therefore, be 
almost instantaneous. If the solid particle were a poor 
conductor, this induced charge buildup would be slower but 
still in the matter of a few milliseconds, except in a few
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substances such as sulphur and petroleum where the buildup 
would take seconds or even minutes. With poor conductors 
the potential across the ends of the particle would be much 
less than that for a sulphide particle.
+ air
earth
FIGURE 3 Charges induced on a metallic particle in an 
electric field (induced polarization).
Since the particle in question is in an environment of 
free ions, the charges induced on the ends of the particle 
will be opposed by equal and opposite ionic charges as 
shown in Figure I4.. An ionic-charge concentration would 
also be built up around any metallic electrode. Although 
the induced charge was built up almost instantaneously on
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the particle, the counteracting ionic charge, conforming 
to migration theories, takes much longer0
+! car
earth +4 r+
FIGURE Electronic and ionic polarization in the vicin­
ity of a metallic particle in an electric field.
If the energizing field is suddenly interrupted, the 
induced potential on the surface of the particle will decay 
as rapidly as it appeared. In the same manner the induced 
ionic potential will decay at the much slower rate. The 
time involved in the ionic decay is long enough to be 
measurable. This decreasing residual potential is the in­
duced polarization decay that was measured in the labora­
tory tank tests and in the field.
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It is difficult to arrive at a quantitative value of 
the induced polarization decay when it is realized that the 
electronic discharge or the dipole reorientation are not 
measurable under ordinary field conditions because the 
speeds of these decays are too fast? also* there is inter­
ference from the ionic decay. The writer recorded the de­
cay curves for dielectric materials and mixed dielectrics 
and conductors, using an oscilloscope coupled with a con­
denser with various target materials between the plates0 
Since there were no free ions involved, the decay potential 
was in the opposite direction to the applied field. The 
transient produced by the equipment and the induced polari­
zation decay are difficult or nearly impossible to separate 
in these experiments. Figure £ is a sketch of the appara­
tus assembled for this experiment.
Figure 6 illustrates how the resultant voltage curve 
is affected by the potential decay of the material between 
the condenser plates and by the transient produced by the 
circuit. In Graph a, the potential decay has a longer time 
of decay than the circuit transient, giving a resultant de­
cay curve which reaches opposite sign from the circuit 
transient curve. However, when many materials are tested, 
the time of electronic decay of the induced polarization is 
















FIGURE 6 Decay curves in condenser tests*
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in Graph b, the resultant curve is difficult or impossible 
to distinguish from the circuit transient curve*
The induced charge on the particle is a function of 
the current density. Earth materials are not homogeneous 
nor do they have defined boundaries; therefore, it is im­
possible to give a current density value to any extended 
area within this earth. The current density will depend 
on the location and concentration of the electrolyte as 
well as on the amount and time of applied voltage* The 
charging time affects the current density in that the cur­
rent density is reduced as the ionic charge is built up 
around the electrodes. Also, there is a saturation effect 
which decreases the near-surface current density, and at 
the same time increases the depth and area being inductive­
ly polarized*
A study of the theory of induced polarization would 
not be complete without mention of Vacquier’s (1956) ap­
proach to earth polarization, and that of his associates 
Frische and Buttlar (1957)• Their work has developed 
similarly to those of the writer except that they did not 
completely evaluate associated polarization with sulphides 
but rather developed a theory of polarization associated 
with clay-contaminated aquifers. Although the writer can 
not dispute their results with these materials, some
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differences are noted in the respective findings.
Vacquier states that the ratio of the value of the re­
laxation voltage, immediately after the current is shut 
off, to the applied voltage between these electrodes is in­
dependent of this applied voltage. This ratio, in general, 
was true in tank tests, but in the field test over a sul- 
phide-oxide vein the association could not be said to be 
independent. At first glance this might mean that induced 
polarization surveys gave the same results as resistivity 
surveys which is not the usual occurrence but can be so in 
specific instances*
A much greater divergence of results was found in the 
applied voltage time relationships. Vacquier found that 
the values of residual potential will bear the same ratio 
to each other irrespective of electrode spacing for any 
chosen time interval that is measured from the instant the 
energizing current is broken. This ratio was stated to be 
independent of the length of time the ground is energized.
The writer found no such relationship between residual 
potential and electrode spacing except in the no-target 
case where a Wenner configuration of four evenly spaced 
electrodes was used. When this configuration was used, the 
polarization which built up around the current electrodes 
would account for this ratio. Also, the instance of a
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horizontally polarized bed equa-distant from all four elec- 
trodes might give such a ratio* As to time of energizing, 
it was found in both tank and field tests that the longer 
the voltage is applied, the greater the value of residual 
potential in both the target and no~target tests but not in 
a ratio related to spacing*
The difference between the results obtained by Vacquier 
and those of the writer may be due to the fact that Vacquier 
dealt with phenomena which occur at surfaces separating 
dielectric materials from ionic conductors and which also 
involve the mechanisms of electro-osraosis and streaming 
potentials* The writer has dealt with phenomena occurring 
at surfaces separating media with ionic conductivity from 
media with electronic conductivity*
Hepkel and Van Nostrand (1957) state that the observed 
induced polarization is due to the dissipating conceritra- 
tion cell, and their conclusions generally agree with those 
of the writer. Their experiments were shown to agree al­
most exactly with the mathematical theory of Rosebrugh and 
Miller (1910), but the results of the writer*s model and 
field tests did not conform to predictions of this exact 
theory and were much more random* It is easy to explain 
these random results as compared to the model results of 
Henkel and Van Nostrand since the writer?s models more
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nearly approximated conditions found in the earth*
The method of using current and potential electrodes 
on the earth surface to record the induced polarization de= 
cay does not have depth control* In resistivity surveys 
the approximate depth from the surface to the target can be 
calculated by using an electrode spacing similar to that in 
the residual polarization survey* The difference between 
these two surveys is that the action of the ions in forming 
concentration cells gives rise to the measurement in the 
residual-polarization case, whereas the conductivity of the 
ground and electrolyte is the measured quantity in resis- 
tivity surveys. In resistivity surveys polarization is 
diminished and nearly eliminated by oscillating the current 
direction* In field practice a resistivity reading follow- 
ed by a residual potential reading does allow better inter­
pretation of results,
Marshall and Madden (1959) have made their induced- 
polarization measurements in the frequency domain by com­
paring the impedance at some alternating frequency with the 
impedance at some very low frequency approximating direct 
current. The writer has confined his measurements to the 
time domain* Marshall and Madden have also studied geo­
logical materials and found that electro-osmotic and ther­
mal electric phenomena need not be considered as important
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sources of induced polarization effects while electrode in- 
terface and ion diffusion phenomena are important„
Some researchers have felt that it would be possible 
to determine the type of target being encountered by re­
cording the induced polarization. This assumption is based 
on the theory of overvoltage, the voltage necessary to. set 
up a current across a boundary. Admittedly, different 
materials have different overvoltage values and different 
polarization characteristics, but under earth conditions 
most of the current will flow in the electrolyte and will 
pass around metal particles rather than build up the high 
potential differences necessary to cause overvoltage dis­
charges across the boundaries.
The, induced-polarization decay times vary with various 
materials. However, the amount of polarization induced on 
a target is directly dependent on the current density. The 
current density, in turn, is dependent on the applied cur­
rent, its duration, the nature and location of ground solu­
tions and location of the target. Because all but a very 
few cases of the induced polarization decay times are much 
shorter than are the ionic diffusion times, they are, 
therefore, not recorded.
The factors of variable current densities, short 
polarization decay times, and potential differences below
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overvoltage discharge values combine to make it impossible 
to determine the type of target from induced polarization 
decay measurements.
Since the induced polarization even on sulphide paro­
tides is small, the associated ionic concentration built 
up is small. The potential measurement of the ionic con­
centration associated with the induced polarization will be 
very small except when the target materials are in proxim­
ity to the current and potential electrodes.
That a surface-prospecting method is feasible under 
certain conditions is shown by the writer*s experimenta­
tion. A drill-hole logging instrument that employs these 
same principles would be worth investigating since the 
problem of distance to target from electrodes would be 
appreciably lessened.
Summary
In summarizing what occurs in induced polarization 
surveys in ground materials, one finds that with homogene­
ous ground there would be no induced polarization if no 
boundaries existed. Under homogeneous ionic conditions 
with no internal boundaries there would be ions diffusing 
toward the current sources in an electric field. There 
would be diffusion of these ions in the opposite direction 
when the impressed electric field is interrupted.
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Under normal earth conditions there are conducting 
particles with distinct boundaries in a ground-solution en­
vironment . Charges can be induced on these conducting par- 
tides when they are in an electric field, and this induced 
charge will decay if the electric field is interrupted.
Many researchers have carried the induced polarization 
study to this point and have used the decay times of Jeans 
and others as their basic theory. If a measurement of th@ 
decay times alone were possible, then it might be possible 
to distinguish in what material the charges were being in­
duced. However, naturally occurring materials are gener­
ally so heterogeneous that they are not characterized by 
one relaxation time.
In an environment of free ions such as would be found 
in ground solutions the induced charges on the particles 
attract ions of opposite charge to their boundary. In the 
field surveys these charge concentrations are small and 
Insufficient to overcome the material overvoltage and cause 
discharge or leakage across this boundary. When the elec­
tric field is discontinued, the induced charges on the con­
ductor relax rapidly. The ion concentrations at the bound­
aries react according to established ion theory, having re­
laxation times much slower and, therefore, much more easily 




The stimulus to undertake the study of induced polar­
ization decay was provided by the abnormal results of re­
sistivity surveys conducted at Darwin, California, during 
the summer of 1950.
During 1951-1953» the laboratory experiments referred 
to in this section were carried out at the Colorado School 
of Mines and were followed by field surveys over unmineral­
ized and mineralized areas„
Darwin Field Surveys
The field experimentation, conducted in the vicinity 
of Darwin, California, during the summer of 1950, consisted 
of applying a direct current, supplied from batteries, to 
two metal electrodes driven into the ground at different 
intervals and then reading the potential decay between two 
other electrodes after the energizing source had been cut
k2
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off. A vacuum-tube voltmeter and a stop watch were used 
to record voltage and time of decay. Porous pot electrodes 
were used as the potential electrodes.
In these field tests the voltage was applied over 
varying amounts of time from a second to two hours. The 
impressed voltage varied from to 300 volts, and the cur­
rent electrodes were placed 5>0 to 300 feet apart. Nearly 
all spreads were in the Goso granite, which is fairly 
homogeneous*
The conclusions drawn from these interesting experi­
ments, in which many of the conditions were uncontrolled, 
were that there is a decay phenomenon that is measurable 
and that this decay is affected by the amount and time of 
applied voltage and by the character of the earth in the 
immediate area of the survey. These definite conclusions 
provoked the further study of the polarization-decay phe­
nomenon which is the basis of this investigation.
Laboratory Experimentation
Preliminary
Many of the conditions that were uncontrolled in the 
Darwin field surveys were placed under controlled condi­
tions in the laboratory, and a series of experiments was 
carried out by using similar equipment to that employed in
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the field tests.
Targets of shaped iron and copper, natural mineral sul- 
phides and non~metallies were immersed in a small tank 
filled with slightly saline water. Their residual poten­
tial was measured after an electric field had been im­
pressed across the targets and then interrupted.
Electrode polarization was determined by making simi­
lar tests with and without a target.
The conclusions drawn from this series of tests were 
similar to those of the Darwin Field surveys.
Condenser Tests
Research and experimentation with dielectrics and 
conductors has shown that charges can be induced on or in 
a body. One of the simplest and most widely used experi­
ments to show this phenomenon is the placing of a specimen 
between the plates of a condenser and then connecting a 
direct current power supply across the plates. The di­
electric characteristics of a material are usually deter­
mined in this manner. The decay characteristics of vari­
ous specimens were analyzed by using this method and essen­
tially the same circuit as shown in Figure
The oscilloscope sweep was calibrated against a signal 
of known frequency in order to time the transient, which 
includes the circuit transient and the residual potential
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decay. A typical time record is shown in Figure ?. The 
transient on the specimens that were placed between the 
plates of the condenser was recorded by using a Fairchild 
Polaroid Land Camera, #F-28ij., with a 9-inch focal length 
and a 1.9 lens with scope cover for oscilloscope recording*
Two types of specimens were tested in the condenser 
apparatus. One set consisted of sections of diamond-drill 
core that were highly polished on the ends to give closer 
proximity to the condenser plates. These core samples in­
cluded sandstones, shales, schists, and various vein mate­
rials containing sulphides. Paraffin wax molds of the same 
size as some of the diamond-drill core samples were con­
structed. A second set of specimens was molded into tabu­
lar blocks, J x J x 1-inch, and were made of wax, sulphur 
or plaster. The plaster molds contained varying amounts of 
brass filings. Figure 8 shows some of the round diamond- 
drill cores and several of the molded specimens.
Three diamond-drill cores were tested and compared 
with three wax specimens of the same dimensions. The times 
for the residual potential to decay to 20 percent of its 
maximum value were recorded in milliseconds and are shown 
in Table 1.
As seen in Table 1, the disseminated sulphide speci­
mens have a slower decay rate than the specimen without
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FIGURE 7 Timing record of known frequency 
from which milliseconds per scale 
division are calculated*
FIGURE 8 Molded specimens and polished diamond 
drill core specimens used in condenser 
tests*
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sulphides. The paraffin-wax specimens, not affected by 





2 sec. 1 min
Specimen 1
(Massive quartz containing 




(Paraffin was molded to 
same dimensions as Spec,
1.)
Specimen 2
(Massive quartz containing 




(Paraffin was molded to 
same dimensions as Spec, 2)
Specimen 3
(Quartz 90$, feldspar and 




(Paraffin was molded to 
same dimensions as Spec. 3)
Decay Rate
1.27 milli- lokk milli' 
sec. sec.
0.I{-2 milli- O .38 milli'
sec. sec.
0.96 milli- 0.91 milli' 
sec, sec.
O.I4.I milli- O.ij.3 milli' 
sec. see.
0.70 milli- 0.71+ milli
sec sec
0.39 milli- 0.1*5 millisec sec
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Table 2 gives the times in milliseconds for the resid­
ual potential of sandstone Specimens 5>, 6, and 7 to decay 
to 20 percent of its maximum value. After these records 
were made, the specimens were placed in a container of 
melted paraffin which was then placed in a bell jar. When 
the air was evacuated from this jar, the specimens became 
paraffin saturated. Upon completion of the tests these 
saturated specimens were broken and studied under a micro­
scope to determine percent saturation.
The figures of Table 2 indicate that the sandstone 
specimens have a faster decay rate than that of specimens 
which contain sulphides and also show that saturation with 
paraffin decreases the decay rate to nearly that of pure 
paraffin.
Table 3 gives the times in milliseconds for the resid­
ual potential of the molded plaster specimens containing 
brass filings to decay to 20 percent of its maximum value. 
The condenser field was kept constant as was the case in 
the experiments recorded in Tables 1 and 2,
The results given in Table 3 show that, as the number 
of metallic particles is increased, the residual potential 
decay becomes slower. The decay times of the specimens 
with 22 percent brass are roughly 5>0 percent slower than for 





2 sec. 1 min,
Specimen 5
(Iron^stained sandstone 
cemented with 5>% calcium 











(Same as Specimen 5)1.24 inch thick
Decay Rate


















(Plaster with no brass 
filings)
5$ Brass
(Plaster with 5$ brass 
filings by volume)
10$ Brass
(Plaster with 10$ brass 
filings by volume)
22$ Brass
(Plaster with 22$ brass 
filings by volume)
Charging time 
2 sec, 1 min.
Decay Rate
0,85 milli- 0,86 milli- 
sec. sec.
0,88 milli- 0,93 milli-
see. seCo
0.93 milli- l.Olj. milli- 
sec, sec.
1.21 milli- 1.25 milli- 
seCo sec.
Table I4. gives the times in milliseconds for the resid­
ual potential of a paraffin-saturated sandstone specimen 
and a plaster mold containing 22 percent brass filings by 
volume to decay to 20 percent of its maximum value when the 
applied voltage is changed. Although the specimens were 
poor conductors, there was a small current flow of 6 milli- 
amps with the 120 volt applied field across these specimens.
The results given in Table ij. and the results of ex­
periments with other specimens under varying fields show 
that, except for minor irregularities, the larger the 




Residual Potential Decay Under Different Field
Conditions
p^aster> 22%
Applied Specimen 6 Brass filings
Voltage Paraffin saturated by volume
30 V 0.30 millisec. 0.79 millisec
60 V 0.69 millisec. lo37 millisec
90 V 0.7$ millisec. 1.60 millisec
120 V 0.79 millisec. 1„5>8 millisec
150 V 0.96 millisec. 1.8l millisec
Figures 9 and 10 are included to show examples of the 
records obtained in the condenser tests. Figure 9 is a 
record of decay after applying field for 1 minute on Speci­
men 1, and Figure 10 shows the record of the decay of wax 
specimen 1 under the same conditions.
Tank Tests
After completion of the condenser tests, a series of 
residual-potential decay investigations was conducted in a 
large, 72 x 28 x 27-inch wooden tank. This tank was filled 
with water in which various target materials were immersed.
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FIGURE 9 Decay record of core specimen 1. 
Charge time 1 minute.
millisec.
FIGURE 10 Decay record of wax specimen 1* 
Conditions same as in FIGURE 9 
record*
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A few of these target materials are illustrated in Figure 
11.
Four electrodes were generally used* Two were current 
electrodes which were made of copper or lead strips? the 
two potential electrodes were of the nonpolarizing calomel- 
mercury type* All leads were carefully shielded from 
power-line interference,,
Figure 12 illustrates the arrangement of the equipment 
used in the initial tank tests, the same recording equip­
ment employed in the condenser tests.
Numerous tests were made in which changes were made in 
targets, applied electrical fields, and electrode spacings. 
The fast sweep times, which are possible with the oscillo­
scope, showed that the decay curve has a very much slower 
drop off than experienced in the condenser tests0 The de­
cay had the same polarity as the initial electric field? 
this did not conform to the results of the condenser tests* 
The oscillograph recording apparatus was not suitable 
to record the slower decay rates; therefore, a ,&anborn two- 
channel recorder, model 60-1300, employing two direct- 
current amplifiers, model 6ij.-300A , was substituted for the 
oscillograph-camera system. Various chart speeds can be 
obtained from this recorder. Figures 13 and lip are photo­
graphs of the recorder and tank arrangement? Figure 15 is a
T-900 5k







Diagram of oscilloscope recording of tank tests
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FIGURE 13> Photograph of recorder and electrode arrangement
FIGURE 14 Photograph of tank and equipment arrangementc 
Some target materials shown on edge of tank,,
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TANK








Diagram of galvanometer circuit for recording of tank tests*
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schematic of the circuit.
In the condenser tests the polarized material was in 
direct contact with the condenser plates, and the decay 
that was being recorded was the actual decay of the induced 
polarization on the surface of the target. This decay time 
is extremely rapid for all but a very few materials such as 
petroleum and sulphur. In the tank tests the problem was 
complicated because the target was in a medium of free 
ions. The target, when polarized, would have charge con­
centrations at opposite ends as indicated in Figure J4.0 In 
the liquid or electrolyte phase these charges would soon be 
opposed by ions of opposite charge. When the energizing 
current is interrupted, the induced charge in the target 
would decay rapidly while the free-ion charge would dis~ 
sipate more slowly; this decay time could be measured.
Direct current was supplied by electronic power supply 
or batteries; however, batteries-were found to be better 
suited to laboratory work for they gave less circuit- 
transient distortion, better wave form, and less extraneous 
interference.
The recorder was used when the tank tests were con­
ducted to determine the relationship between various 
electrode spacings and different targets. Plates 1 and 2 
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potential with an increase of applied voltage time for two 
different targets. The residual-potential-versus-time 
lines for the target approximate a straight line within the 
range of measurements taken. Howevers there is a limiting 
value to which the residual potential may rises and* there­
fore, the curves must flatten* The increase of current- 
electrode polarization will decrease the current flow as 
the applied voltage time is increased. This also contrib­
utes to flattening the curve. The no-target curves are' 
essentially flat; the irregularities probably are due to 
experimental and reading errors.
There is an appreciable difference in residual poten­
tial between sulphide target and no-target tests when ap­
plied voltage time is increased or 'when the applied voltage 
itself is increased. Plates 3 and are semi-log plots 
that show the increase of residual potential as the applied 
voltage is increased on different sulphide targets.
As is seen on Plates 1 and 2, the target curve approx­
imates a straight line. The erratic points at 100 volts on 
Plate 3 can not be explained and have not been considered 
when drawing the curves. In Plate 3 the target curves are 
approximately parallel. This is not the condition in Plate 
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Recording the ionic buildup in the vicinity of the 
target is essential to support the theory that ionic dis­
persion is the measurable quantity being recorded in in­
duced polarization surveys a
Figure 16 illustrates the arrangement of electrodes 
used in the ionic-buildup series of experiments„ Current 
electrodes, C^ and C^, were of copper„ Calomel-mercury
electrodes were used for P., , p , p’ and P ? „ Glass tubes1 2 1 2
calomel-mercury electrodes
-capillary —  tubes
TARGET
FIGURE 16 Arrangement of electrodes used for study of 
near-target phenomena<,
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were drawn from the P 1̂  and P ^  cells so that they could be 
placed near the surface of the targets .
Record D-95 shows the ionic buildup and decay in the 
vicinity of a sulphide target. Record D-10? shows the ab­
sence of ionic buildup and decay when the target is removed* 
The position of electrodes and conditions of the electric 
field were not changed.
After the ionic buildup and the decay in the liquid 
phase were recorded, an attempt was made to record the in­
duced polarization and its decay in the target materials. 
Metallic electrodes were placed on opposite ends of various 
targets as illustrated in Figure 17« The recorded residual- 
potential values were very small and, as would be expected, 
the decay was very fast and the times were similar to those 
recorded in the condenser experiments.
After it was demonstrated that an indueed-polarization 
and associated ionic buildup occur and have a measurable 
decay rate, the next series of tests were conducted to in­
vestigate various electrode arrangements under various tar­
get conditions. For these tests the tank equipment was 
used without further modification.
Plate 5 illustrates the results obtained from a four- 
electrode system in which the two current electrodes are 
fixed 50 centimeters epicentral distance on opposite sides
T-900 65































































































































































































FIGURE I? Copper leads affixed to ends of sulphide target.
of the center of a PbS target. Initially the two potential 
electrodes were placed 5 centimeters from the current elec­
trodes and were moved toward the target in 5-centimeter in­
crements. Plate 5 shows high residual potential when the 
potential electrodes are near the current electrodes. The 
target and no-target results differs in the target case 
the residual potential increases as the potential electrodes 
approach the edges of the target, indicating the ionic
T-900 68
140
• FbS Target ~ start of decay 
OFbS Target - after 1 sec« decay 
■ No Target - start of decay 
A No Target - after 1 sec0 decay
120








-40 “*30 =20 “lO 0
;_____________________________ POSITION OF P-, (centimeters)___________________
PLATE 5 Residual potential as potential electrodes are moved toward target*
frota opposite sides® Applied voltage and* excitation time constant <> -
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charge developed in this vicinity. At the target, or 0 on 
Plate 5, the potential electrodes were over the target but 
not touching each other.
An electrode spacing in which the potential electrodes 
are kept the same distance apart would indicate local anom- 
alous conditions. Experiments were run using such a spae- 
ing profile over targets and over no-target. The two cur­
rent electrodes were spaced 100 centimeters apart in the 
tank, and the two potential electrodes, kept at constant 
spacings of £ or 10 centimeters, were moved between the 
current electrodes.
Plates 6 and 7 show the results of the 10 and 5> centi­
meter electrode spacing profiles under identical condi­
tions. The 10 centimeter spacing, moved in 5 centimeter 
increments, gave a larger anomaly than did the 5 centimeter 
spacing. E I4.I through E I4.7 are. records of the residual 
potential and show the anomalous conditions over the 
target.
Plates 8, 9> and 10 illustrate the change in amplitude 
of residual potential when the depth of target is changed. 
This decrease in amplitude of residual potential more than 
doubles as the depth of target is doubled. There was no 
anomaly when no target was between the current electrodes 










• PbS Target - start of decay
10 cm. electrode OPbS Target — after 1 sec. decay
spacing ■ No Target * start of decay
records B 1 - E 35 inc. a No Target - after 1 sec0 decay








~30 -20 -10 10
rH
PbS
• PbS Target - start of decay 
o PbS Target - after 1 sec„ decay 
■ No Target ° start of decay 
A No Target - after 1 sec0 decay
5 cnu eleotrode spacing
records E 36 - E 66 inc
PLATE 7 Residual potential across target using 5 cm0 electrode spacing
S a n b o r n  Pecoidcnq f&unapap&i CHART NO. 221
Sanborn R ecording fhsisnzcpapek
±i++g4t|
Records obtained over galena target in tank tests.
Potential electrodes $ cm. apart*
Center of potential electrode spread for E-lj.1, E-i\Z and E-ij.3 
is **1$ cm®, ~10 cm® and -5 cm. respectively from the point 
vertically over the center of the target®
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NO. 221CHART
Records obtained over galena target in tank tests* 
Potential electrodes 5 cm. apart.
Center of potential electrode spread for E-I4J4- vertically over 
targetf for E-lj.5 at +5 cm. from the point vertically over 
the center of the target*
T-900
S a n b o r n C H A R T  NO. 221
:::td
S a n b o r n
Records obtained over galena target in tank tests
Potential electrodes 5 cm. apart
Center of potential electrode spread for E-I4.6 and E-ljJ is 
*10 cm. and +l£ cm. respectively from the point vertically 












• FbS Target - start of 
decay
o FbS Target - after 1 sec 
decay
5 cm<> electrode 
spacing
records
E 36 - E 51 inc
E 91 - E 107 inc








• PbS Target -.start of decay
o PbS Target - after 1 sec* decay 
■ No Target - start of decay
* No Target - after 1 sec* decay
5 cm* electrode 
spacing 
records E 67 - E 90 inc 
E 130“E 144 inc






-30 -10 10 20
to
PbS
5 cm. electrode spacing•PbS Target - start of decay 
o PbS Target - after 1 sec* decay 
a No Target - start of decay 
A No Target - after 1 sec. decay
records B 91 - E 107 inc 
E130 => E 144 inc
PLATE 10 Residual, potential profile over PbS target
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current electrode to the other, was occasionally noted*
When residual potential was recorded, the current direction 
was changed so this polarization feature should not have 
been present. Since this polarization trend was always in 
the same direction, it was regarded as something inherent 
in the tank. This trend did not influence the test results. 
Profiles were run over various target materials, including 
non-metallics, disseminated sulphides in earth matrix and 
sulphide pieces.
Plate 11 shows the results of a profile run over a 
calcite target. No measurable anomalies were associated 
with the non-metallic mineral targets. It was felt that 
sulphur with its very slow internal decay, might give meas- 
urable results, but because it is a very poor conductor 
and, therefore, requires a strong field to polarize, the 
induced polarization was so small that no measurable resid­
ual potential was noted. These results confirmed the con- 
denser test results.
Plates 12 and Illustrate the results of using tar­
gets of different size. Prom Plate 12 it is seen that 
depth is more important than size in determining residual- 
potential amplitude, and this leads to the conclusion that 
a small body near the surface can give an anomaly with much 
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• Calcite Target - start of decay 
° Caloite Target - after 1 sec, decay
5 cm, electrode spacing
records E 235 - E 249 inc
























|J • PbS Target - start of decay 
Ij o FbS Target - after 1 sec. decay
5 cm. electrode spacing 
records E 160 - E 189 inc.









Target - start of decay 
Target « after 1 sec* decay 
Target - start of decay 
Target - after 1 sec* decay
5 cm* electrode spacing
records E 190 - E 219 inc
PLATE 13 Residual potential profiles over targets of different minerals
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greater depth. Prom Plate 12 it is noted that the cross 
section of the target influences the shape of the anomaly. 
However, from Plate 13 it is seen that the form of the re­
sidual-potential curve must not be used to determine cross 
section unless depth is also considered.
Two different approaches were used in studying the 
disseminated sulphide targets. The first was to use actual 
disseminated samples in which the sulphide particles were 
in their natural matrix. The second approach was to use 
disseminated targets which were constructed by adding and 
subtracting small pieces of solid sulphide particles that 
were placed so that no piece touched another.
Plates ll|. and 15 show the results of profiles run over 
a target which consisted of to 10-percent pyrite dis­
seminated in a quartz mass. The top of this target was 
buried one and one-half times the electrode spacing. It is 
noted that the residual potential is not nearly as great or 
the anomaly as sharp as would be found with a nearly solid 
sulphide target. Prom an inspection of Plates lij. and 15 it 
would be impossible to state that a residual-potential 
anomaly existed after one-second decay. The small anoma­
lies are the result of the very small amount of sulphides 
present. In a disseminated ore body the percentage of 
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FeS« in quartz 5 sec* charge 
10 sec, charge start
30 sec. charge 
1 min* charge decay
5 cm. electrode spacing
• FeSo in quartzo  ”■--  n
A   ii
5 sec. charge
10 sec, charge after
30 sec. charge ^ sec
1 min, charge decay
records E 250 - E 291 inc
PLATE 14 Residual potential profiles over disseminated 
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• FeS2 in quartz - 160 v 46 ma applied
o n 185 54■ it 230 66
A ti 275 80
• FeS2 in quartz - 160 v 46 ma applied
O it 185 54
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E 250 - E 264 inc, 
E 292 - E 318 inc,
PLATE 15 Residual potential profile over disseminated sulphides 
in quartz matrix* Varying applied fields0
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those present in these tank tests0 As with other metallic 
targets the disseminated mineral targets showed an increase 
in residual potential amplitude with an increase in applied 
voltage and in the time this voltage was applied*
Plates 16 and 17 show the results of profiles run over 
disseminated targets which were constructed from solid sul­
phide pieces. The residual potential at the start of decay 
and after-one-second decay was not a direct function of the 
aggregate volume of the sulphide mass* The particles were 
placed so that the first two were 10 centimeters apart, and 
the rest were placed within this width* It Is noted that 
the anomaly width remains about the same while the ampli­
tude changes and, therefore, the anomaly registers the 
width of the disseminated target as well as the mass of the 
sulphide within the target boundaries*
It is the author's thesis that the residual-potential 
readings are the result of the concentration of ions asso­
ciated with the induced electronic polarization at the ends 
of metallic particles. It seemed advisable to know how the 
resistivity of the electrolyte would influence this ionic 
concentration. The experimental results, as shown on 
Plates 18 and 19> confirmed the general theory that the 
greater the conductivity of the electrolyte the less the 
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5 cm. electrode spacing
records E 319 - E 354 inc
PLATE 16 Residual potential profiles over disseminated 
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5 cm# electrode spacing
records E 319 « E 354 inc
PLATE 17 Residual potential profiles over constructed
disseminated targets0 Residual potential after 
1 sec* decay*
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• FeSg Target - 46.23 ohm meters
O n 31.45 ohm meters start
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G 81 inc o
PLATE 19 Residual potential as a function of electrolyte resistivity©
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is changed only slightly by the solution resistivity<> The 
theory that ion concentrations are related to the induced 
polarization is strengthened in that with lower resistivi- 
ties the number of ions is increased but the values of re­
sidual potential actually decrease since there is less re­
sistance to current flow around the solid materials»
The curves in Plate 18 show different character on 
opposite sides of the target <> This difference can not b® 
explained, but experiments indicate this difference is due 
to abnormalities within the tank or circuit«
The negative values near the ends of the target are 
due to the ion concentrations near the target as sketched 
in Figure l8»
The character of a record of negative values is 
sketched in Figure 19*
Field Surveys
Upon the completion of the tank and condenser tests, 
which included over 600 Sanborn records and more than 100 
oscilloscope photographs, it was deemed advisable to take 
the equipment to the field for further tests„
The same equipment was used in the field as was uti­
lized in the laboratory with the exception of a lj.00 watt 






decay field induced polarization-j. 
decay field . /
applied field
FIGURE 18 Charge concentrations and directions 
of decay fields
applied voltage
^start of decay 
decay c u r v e __________V ______________
FIGURE 19 Sketch of record showing negative residual” 
potential values.
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advisable to use a constant-voltage transformer to elimi­
nate small voltage fluctuations that might interfere with 
the small potential readings,, All the equipment was easily 
mounted in a jeep station wagon*
One of the problems encountered was that of applying 
current to the ground* Various current electrodes were 
tried, but the greatest success was achieved by using a 
fine-mesh copper screen four feet square, buried about one 
foot in the soil and saturated with a brine solution*
After the equipment was checked in a non-mineralized 
area and gave no anomalous results, a survey was conducted 
at the Malachite Mine area over known mineralized shear 
zones. The Malachite Mine is located in Jefferson County, 
Colorado, approximately four miles northeast of Evergreen, 
Colorado, and four and one-half miles northwest of Morrison, 
Colorado, on the northern slope of Bear Creek Canyon* The 
mine workings are situated north of the center of Section 
30, Tlj.S, R 70 W, at an elevation of approximately 7500 feet 
above sea level* The mine area has been the site of much 
geophysical work conducted by the Colorado School of Mines 
and United States Geological Survey, (Heiland et al, 1914-5) * 
The minerals of the Malachite Mine consist mainly of 
chalcopyrite, pyrite, pyrrhotite, sphalerite, and magnetite 
and their oxidation products, and such gangue minerals as
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quartz, hornblende, biotite, and feldspars * The country 
rock is the Precambrian Idaho Springs schists intersected 
by pegmatite dikes*
Mineralization is noted on the surface as gossan, and 
oxidized copper minerals are found as float* This mineral­
ization, traceable for about 3000 feet along strike, occurs 
in shear zones with indefinite walls*
The specific area chosen for field work contained a 
strong mineralized shear zone and a minor shear zone* The 
geology of the local area is shown in Figure 20*
When the first field tests were conducted, ij.00 volts 
were applied to the current electrodes which were spaced 
100 feet apart* The current carried by the ground was 195 
to 220 milliamperes*
Plates 20 and 21 show graphically the results of the 
first field tests* No recognizable anomalies exist with 
either the start-of-decay readings or those taken after a 
decay of one second* The values of residual potential are 
greatly affected by the polarization at the current elec­
trodes *
The current electrodes were then moved 200 feet apart, 
and although the current electrodes were twice as far apart 
as on the first field tests, a current of 265 to 288 railli- 
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records F 26 - F 47 inc0
PLATE 20 Residual potential profiles over mineralized shear zones, 






























records F 26 ® F 47 inc
PLATE 21 Residual potential profiles over mineralized shear zones, 
Malachite Mine* Current electrodes 100 feet apart0
I  h t  i fm w iir r if l—Munir wnwrn»iinTT
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electrode spacings were 10 and 20 feet, and the two applied 
voltage times of 2 and 60 seconds were utilized * Plates 22 
and 23 show graphically the results of this second field 
test, conducted at the same location as the first*
Distinct anomalies occur over both mineralized shear 
zones when the 10-foot electrode spacing was used and when 
the residual potential at the start of decay and after-one- 
second decay was recorded* The mineralized shear zones 
were both less than eight feet wide, and the 20 foot elec­
trode spacing did not show an anomaly over these narrow 
features. A very small anomaly is indicated on three 
curves over the location of zero-to~plus ten feet* This 
anomaly was not associated with near-surface mineraliza­
tion*
The field tests brought out the problem of electrode 
polarization* No anomalies appeared when the current elec­
trodes were 100 feet apart; the ion buildup adjacent to the 
current electrodes was great enough to mask the much 
smaller ionic buildup associated with the inductively 
polarized particles*
The results of the field tests show that the mineral­
ized zones have an associated residual potential that de­
cays slowly. Ground and target conditions determine elec­




























records F 48 - F 87 inc
PLATE 22 Residual potential profiles over mineralized shear zones 
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PLATE 23 Residual potential profiles over mineralized shear zone 
Malachite Mine0 Current electrodes 200 feet apart0
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The basis for this thesis is the study of the mechan­
ism involved in indueed-polarization surveys for the loca­
tion of metallic particles in the earth* The author ob­
served this phenomenon in resistivity surveys conducted in 
1950.
Prior to 1950, a few individuals had investigated the 
induced polarization phenomenon with the idea of applying 
this phenomenon to mineral prospecting* However, little 
was known of the mechanism involved* The author completed 
all laboratory and field tests and presented the thesis, 
(Coolbaugh, * that the quantity being measured in in-
duced-polarization surveys was the ion diffusion* Since 
this time much has been published and there has been agree- 
ment with this thesis by some of the investigators* The 
use of the indueed-polarization method has been developed 
for mineral prospecting and for locating ground-water
101
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supplies by recording the polarization associated with 
clay-contaminated aquifers.
Earth materials have different induced polarization 
decay times| the ease, of inducing the polarization differs, 
and the value of overvoltage, or value at which leakage 
will occur across an interface, will differ. The induced 
polarization is dependent on the electric field in which 
the material is located. This field is, in turn, dependent 
on the amount of applied current, the amount of time this 
current is applied, the nature and location of ground solu­
tions and the location of the target. The induced polar­
ization would, therefore, vary greatly on any target mate­
rial. Since the indueed-polarization decay times are ex­
tremely rapid, no true reading of the decay time of the 
target material is practical in field surveys °9 and, there­
fore, the chemical nature of the target is not ascertained. 
The ionic decay times are slow enough to be measurable, and 
these times do relate to the target material.
When non-homogeneous materials are encountered, the 
experimental indueed-polarization decay times do not coin­
cide with the polarization decay times as developed by 
Jeans. Theories have been advanced which give distribu- 
tions of decay times that more closely approximate experi­
mental results. However, the times of decay recorded in
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field tests and in laboratory tests in which the target is 
in an environment of free ions are not the relaxation times 
of the target but the relaxation times of the associated 
ionic concentrations.
One of the main problems in this thesis was to inves- 
tigate the phenomenon of induced polarization on dissemi­
nated sulphides. It was encouraging to discover from tests 
that a large number of individual particles, not touching, 
would give as large or larger readings of residual poten­
tial and slower decay times than one volume equal to all 
the separate particles buried at the same depth as the dis= 
seminated mass.
In field-induced polarization surveys, where the 
search is for metallic sulphides, the following conditions 
prevails first, a conductive sulphide target that reacts 
internally according to electron theory? second, a saturat­
ed ground in which there is free ion flow within the elec­
trolyte, or liquid phase, which reacts according to ionic 
theory.
As the voltage applied at the current electrodes is 
increased, two effects take place: the amount of residual
potential increases and the time of the ionic decay becomes 
longer. The residual potential and the time of ionic decay 
do not increase as rapidly or in direct proportion to an
T-900 10l*
Increase of applied voltage,,
It was demonstrated that In increase In applied volt- 
age is not accompanied by an equal increase in residual 
potential. Because of this diminishing return, it is not 
necessary to apply extremely large voltages to the ground. 
The amount of time to apply the voltage to the ground 
should be sufficient to allow the ions to migrate to the 
inductively polarized particles. This ion concentration 
buildup will have a limiting value for any particle in a 
given field.
The conclusion that the induced polarization phenome­
non could be used as an exploration tool has been confirmed 
by work conducted subsequent to 1953* Interpretation of 
anomalies is, however, difficult? for little background 
material exists from which to draw conclusions. Since the 
induced polarization is dependent on so many factors, the 
ionic concentration buildup is also dependent on these 
factors. The residual-potential values are greatly af­
fected by depth to the inductively polarized target, but no 
definite ratio of depth or size to residual potential can 
be assumed, for the current density is extremely non- 
uniform in earth materials. Resistivity recordings com­
bined with residual potential surveys will greatly assist 
in interpretation.
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The lack of depth control and the small residual po­
tential associated with deeply buried targets indicate that 
surface surveys are limited to near-surface features„ On 
the other hand* well-logging surveys which record the re­
sidual potential should prove effective if the target ma­
terial is approached by the well bore*
Since sulphur and petroleum are two materials that 
have very slow indueed-polarization decay times* a study 
was made with the view of possibly determining these ma­
terials in field surveys e In all tests sulphur and petro­
leum reacted as a no-target case since these materials are 
very poor conductors* and only a very weak polarization 
can be induced in them0 No measurable potential was re­
corded from non-metallic targets in the tank tests.
This investigation presents the review of previous 
work, basic theory, and results of laboratory and field ex­
periments related to the physical phenomenon of induced 
polarization* The results shows first, that polarization 
is induced on metallic particles in an electric field in 
the earthj second, that the decay of the induced polariza­
tion in the solid ground materials is extremely rapid and, 
therefore, is not the measurable quantity in induced polar­
ization surveys; third, that the residual potential meas­
ured in indueed-polarization surveys is due primarily to
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the redistribution of ions that were concentrated when op­
posing the induced polarization; and fourth* that the exact 
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